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Genie:Prosper (Produced by Gibbo x KF) 
I just x 3 wanna band 
Gotta *3 for my grands 
Gotta plot to prosper for my clan 
Time to the thank the shottas for their hand 
I just x 3 wanna band 
Gotta *3 for my mans 
Gotta plot to prosper for my clan 
Boy it's time to grow and be the man 
 
Black heart on my wrist, but that don’t mean shit 
In love with the wealth. Collect when i spit 
Upgrading the health. The pockets stay fit. 
I’m trading in stealth. 3 cards for the tips. 
That boul something else. No mitts for the quips. 
Cuz it’s a homerun on all of his hits. 
Cosh out on the deeds. Cash in the bond slips. 
That boy so abusive. Beatin the whips. 
 
I just x2 want a billion bands 
Gotta *3 for my mans 
Lotta plots to prosper for my clans 
Gotta thank my momma's for their hands 
I just x3 won a billion bands 
Gotta *3 on my grands 
Lotta plots to prosper for my clans 
Boy it's time to grow and beat the man 
 
I saved on the charms and bought up the farm. 
I'm better than sugar, way that they swarm. 
Sweetie by my side, Honey on my arm. 
Bless all that I touch, I cannot do harm 
Reverse Midas curse, no need for alarm. 
Pussies love my stories. Call that the yarn. 
My door always open for you, that's barn. 
 But keep things on lock, like we royal guard. 
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I just x3 won a billion bands 
Gotta *3 on my mans 
Lotta plots to prosper for my clan 
Time to thank the shottas for their hand 
I just x2 want a billion bands 
Gotta *3 on my grands 
Lotta plots to prosper for my clan 
Boy it's time to grow and be the man 
 
Signage:Chosen (Produced by Stardustszn) 
Please don't hate on me, I'm focused on us 
Please don't wait on me, I'm still on the bus 
speed limits for T Cuz he in a Rush 
If krooks still corny, they must be the husk 
 
I love fast money, I count it up slow 
I'm saving my bs, I'm pawning my hoes 
They call me papi, I'm sonnin my Bros 
We playing country, we gardening the blow 
We plant currensy, and watch the wealth grow 
It shoot up so swiftly, seem like a show 
We do it so nimbly, call that tip toe 
The city stay lit, the way that we glow 
 
 Please don't hate on me, I'm focused on us 
Please don't wait on me, just got off the bus 
No limits for me, so i'm in a Rush 
If krooks still corny, you must be the husk 
 
Take royal money and wrap that around 
Disloyals funny, they cant diss the Sound 
If oil near free, we procure the Ground 
Put krooks on tv and market the Mound 
we on liberty, we finally unbound 
Miss me with the bullshit, like lost and found 
Rel left the city, it's like the kids drowned 
He put them on air, and lifted their crowns. 
 
 Please don't hate on me, I'm focused on us 
Please don't wait on me, I just bought the bus 
Speed limit for me, cuz im in a Rush 
If krooks still corny, they must be the husk 



 
Take royal money and wrap that around 
I'm on liberty, Im finally unbound 
I love fast money, I count it up slow 
The city stay lit, the way that I glow 
 
 Please don't hate on me, I'm focused on us 
Please don't wait on me, I just sold the bus 
No limits for me, so i'm in a Rush 
If krooks still corny, you must be the husks 
 
Spring:Fiji (Produced by Tyde) 
I'm not sure if dripping still a thing 
But I do that so much i need a spring 
Get ol girls to get along with new flings 
Own a well and fill it up with rings 
Build dynasties with girls that's into Ming 
Fly to beijing just to get Peking 
Make my trademarks famous as the bling bling 
Make a mill every time my phones ding 
 
Sometimes i feel like this life a dream 
Skip the sleep to capture the skies’ gleam 
Bag net revenue of fortune’s seams 
Tax it fair then serve it to the team 
Ensure we get profits off the cream. 
Maximize investments on the scenes. 
Outdo average, and transcend the Mean. 
Put 3stacks toward staying fresh and clean. 
 
I'm not sure if dripping still a word 
I do that so much im like seabirds 
Get my girls to get along with hers 
Monetize the well, buy out the burbs. 
Build dynasties like those texas spurs 
Fly to san antonio and rent seaworld 
increase my trademarks worth by integers 
Put 3stacks toward crumblin up herb 
 
Sometimes i feel like this life a blur 
Skip the sleep to capture the sky stir 
Bag net revenue of fortunes’ purse 
Deduct the tax and serve it to these girls 



Ensure we get profits off the work. 
Maximize investments on their purrs. 
Outdo average, and transcend the worse. 
Put 3stacks toward royalties on church. 
 
I'm not sure if dripping still a thing 
I do that so much i need a spring 
Get ol girls to get along with new flings 
Own wells and fill them with bejeweled rings 
Build dynasties with girls that's into Ming 
Fly to beijing just to get Peking 
Make my trademarks famous as bling bling 
Make a mill every time my phones ding 
Sometimes i feel like this life a dream 
Skip the sleep to capture the skies’ gleam 
Bag net revenue of fortune’s seams 
Ensure we get profits off the cream. 
Sometimes i feel like this life is a blur 
Skip the sleep to capture the sky stir 
Bag net revenue of fortunes’ purse 
Ensure we get profits off the work. 
 
Manifest:Cozy Dreams (Produced by Balance Cooper) 
So much loot in the baggage, we don't know where to Go 
Map it out *2 
Put it all on the flo *2 
So much loot in the baggage we don't know where it go 
Leave it all on the flo*3 
 
I just hit a lick. Lets book a trip 
If you strip for me, buy you the strip. 
Take everything off, i’ll rent the mall 
Walk a mile with me, might get a car 
Used to think you find love at the bar 
Look for me, might get lost in the stars 
Single, but my swing game up to par 
Purchase your next course, the club not far. 
 
So much loot in the baggage, we don't know where to Go 
stroke it out *2 
Put it all on the flo *2 
So much loot in the baggage we don't know where it go 
Leave it all on the flo*3 



So much loot in the baggage, we don't know where to Go 
stroke it out *2 
Put it all on the flo *2 
So much loot in the baggage we don't know where it go 
Leave it all on the flo*3 
 
Some live like this life is like a game 
And every character’s the same 
Others like to jot down every name 
Keep a list in case they wan complain 
I’m the type to focus on the change, 
Keep an eye out on the stock exchange. 
Know her worth and mine, then watch the range 
Frame all that inside our window pane. 
 
So much loot in the baggage, we don't know where to Go 
draw it out *2 
Put it all on the flo *2 
So much loot in the baggage we don't know where it go 
Leave it all on the flo*3 
 
I only need one, but try for two. 
How else can I know which one is true? 
Till then, I guess this is what I’ll do: 
Reach for all them like the petting zoo. 
That one bring meds like im sick with flu 
This one pay the mortgage fore it’s due. 
I can’t lose the gold like super glue 
But i keep a hand open for you. 
 
So much loot in the baggage, we don't know where to Go 
pan it out *2 
Put it all on the flo *2 
So much loot in the baggage we don't know where it go 
Leave it all on the flo*3 
 
Letters:Spaceship (Produced by Varsity) 
When I, when I, when I ride out; 
when she, when she, when she fly out; 
then I, then she, then we ride out. 
Y’all know, y'all know; y’all know I'ma clear it, when I land. 
  
Sailing in your room, 



soaring toward the moon. 
Backpack full of runes, 
pockets full of soon. 
Take Ls to be great. 
Put it on a tape. 
So, your heart is safe 
as Citizens Bank. 
Sailing in high rooms, 
soaring toward the moon. 
Backpack full of runes, 
pockets full of soon.  
Take Ls to be great; 
put it on a tape,  
so your heart is safe 
as citizen’s bank. 
 
When she ride out, 
when she fly out, 
then she cry out: 
I know I'ma clear it, when I land. 
When you ride out, 
when you fly out, 
then you cry out: 
y’all know I'ma clear it, when i land. 
When you ride out, 
when you fly out, 
then you cry out: 
accountant gonna clear it, when I land. 
When we ride out, 
when we fly out, 
then we cry out: 
Y’all know we gon’ clear it, when we land. 
 
Sail in divine rooms, 
soaring toward the moon. 
Backpack full of runes, 
pockets full of soon. 
Sailing in high rooms, 
soaring toward the moon. 
Backpack full of runes, 
pockets full of soon. 
Floating in high rooms, 
flirting with the moon. 
Murking ghouls, and gloom. 
Freedom in full bloom.  
Floating in high rooms, 
flirting with the moon. 
Murking ghouls, and gloom. 



Freedom in full bloom.  
 
Forward moving, always proving, gotta free yourself. 
Never losing, call that grooming; for your health, and wealth. 
Yacht around the planet, reconnect the Marine shelf. 
Win for every skin, and skin the bigots to a pelt. 
If your childhood’s to be trusted, you won't need to hold your belt. 
If your childhood crushes saw you now, swear that they would melt. 
Take the new ones to the tailor, 
Their photos in movie trailers, 
and your logo on the mailer, 
and y’all vacas in the paper. 
Matching tattoos, with a laser, 
or a haircut with a laser - 
new to this, so you ain't picky. Always Prime; some say Witwicki. 
Every day is Freaky Friday; you beat Chris Brown, and Lil’ Dicky - 
baes won't even care, because the cbd stay sticky; 
and you won't even care, because the fortune keep them pretty; 
and you buy up the country, build a fortress in the city. 
Practicing philanthropy, ‘cause they can not afford to pity; 
and you keep making fortunes, putting future in these ditties. 
Bet 5 mill, that you make another twenty. 
Be-tween sized bills: you like Clinton, buy her Fenty.  
Lately loving Chelseas - 
but too busy, drying hell’s sea; 
lately, every speed date 
feel like it should come with rebates. (your accountant gonna clear it when you land) 
You can see the picture, but can't quite discern the figure; 
so you selling pictures, to blow figures on her figure. 
10 figures in the future; you can hear it in the mirror. 
Balling out with Crystals, until you can peer it clearer. (know your accountant gonna clear it when they land) 
 
When you ride out, 
when you fly out, 
then you cry out: 
accountant gonna clear it, when I land. 
When we ride out, 
when we fly out, 
then we cry out: 
I know we gon’ clear it, when we land. 
 
Apollo Gs:Real Ties (Produced by Gibbo x Ferno) 
I’ma drank when I wanna,  
bang when I wanna, 
hit the dank when I wanna,  
smang when when I wanna,  
hang how I wanna, 



bank how I wanna, 
 sang how I wanna,  
change how I wanna.  
I’ma drank when I wanna,  
bang when I wanna, 
hit the dank when I wanna,  
smang when when I wanna,  
hang how I wanna, 
bank how I wanna, 
 sang how I wanna,  
Yeah Imma stunna. 
10 rangs how I wanna, 
no chains how I wanna, 
no pain how I'm gonna. 
Glass frames like the sun up. 
near saint, like the son of.  
ye fame like J’s brother,  
spit flames like I'm Stunna, 
 they wane like wit Gudda, 
drained like they gutters. 
Fake pray while they mutter,  
Loot saved- like it stutter,  
folks rave like no butter. 
Buy plains like home Sutter. 
Fore play like no putter,  
‘cause I swang how she wanna.  
Yeah Imma stunna  
I’ma drank when I wanna 
 bang when I wanna, 
hit the dank when I wanna,  
smang when when I wanna,  
hang how I wanna, 
bank how I wanna,  
sang how I wanna,  
change how I wanna 
 
Don't know, but I'm gonna. 
No hoe, I don't wanna, 
too focused on hunnids. 
New poem money run up.  
(epot, get ya puns up, 
Repo, put ya guns up, 
Debo when we run up. 



Swang dro ‘fore he come up.  
New clothes, he won’t cut up.  
No holes in the Buttas. 
New poles for the lovers.  
Mute trolls they all shut up.  
New goals and the 1 up: 
Move tones like we hung up,  
ship codes, watch them rung up,  
J. Cole how we blow up. 
 
I’ma drank when I wanna,  
bang when I wanna, 
hit the dank when I wanna,  
smang when when I wanna,  
hang how I wanna, 
bank how I wanna,  
sang how I wanna, 
change like a stunna would.  
When you wanna, 
how you wanna, 
where you wanna, 
what you wanna, ‘ 
 
I’ma live for the martyrs, 
won’t die, that's the barter.  
Slim thighs in the garter, 
Ima buy her a charter. 
Rap sport, call up Starter, 
say Rel Hart go harder-  
he like both of the Carters  
been endorsed by the Tartars.  
Call him Khan but he smarter. 
 He with Turks in the harbor,  
getting’ tips for Kickstarter,  
Eatin’ scrimp with no tartar,  
while he fishin’ for darter, 
yo birds kiss him with ardor,  
he take them to the arbor,  
bring the trees to the parlor,  
feel the turkey on mama- 
 yeah that's my darter. 
And My bad, if that's yo daughter. 
 



My bad, if that's yo daughter. 
 
 
I’ma drank when i wanna 
bang when I wanna, 
hit the dank when I wanna, 
 smang when when I wanna,  
hang how I wanna, 
bank how I wanna, 
sang how I wanna, 
change like a stunna would.  
When you wanna, 
how you wanna, 
where you wanna, 
what you wanna. 
 
Varsity:Hidden (Produced by Angel La Ciencia) 
All yall talk about is me me me 
All we talk about is be, be be 
Breaking billboards like we still need gis 
Breaking billboards like we still need Gs 
Rel the topic of the tea tea tea 
Rel been smokin all the trees trees trees 
Rel santa claus, she on his knee knee knee 
Swear rel the only thing we see see see 
 
All y'all wanna do is me me me 
All we wanna do is be be be 
This like theatre, call that glee *3 
Evil piggies cryin wee wee wee 
Brand gon have to charge a fee *3 
Masterpieces for the free *3 
Over jets like his name li, li li 
He like goku, so much qi qi qi 
 
Please stay focused on your own damn biz 
Want the emeralds like wiz wiz wiz 
he gone be here till your kids’ kids’ kids 
Change the story cuz its his his his 
Make history with his cribs cribs cribs 
Sip cerveza, pour the Fizz*3 
For those buried under lids*3  
Billionairesses called dibs *3 



He like nestle, he got cream *3 
He like starbucks, he got beans beans beans 
Daddy warbucks, he got teams *3 
he fit all that in his jeans*3 
 
Baby all we want is you*3 
Baby love the way you woo* 3 
Even barbie dolls go goo*3 
Sister skipper want you too*3 
lady all we want is you*3 
lady love the way you woo* 3 
Even barbie dolls go goo*3 
Sister skipper want you too*3 
 
All y'all wanna hear is me me me 
All we wanna hear is be be be 
Sample this and play it back Times 3 
Every piece that's on the plaque by me 
 
All yall talk about is me me me 
All we talk about is be, be be 
All y'all wanna do is me me me 
All we wanna do is be be be 
All y'all wanna hear is me me me 
All we wanna hear is be be be 
All we talk about is me me me 
All yall talk about is be, be be 
All we wanna do is me me me 
All yall wanna do is be be be 
All we wanna hear is me me me 
All yall wanna hear is be be be 
 
girlie all i want is you*3 
girlie love the way you woo* 3 
Even barbie dolls go goo*3 
Sister skipper want you too*3 
lady all i want is you*3 
Lady love the way you woo* 3 
Even barbie dolls go goo*3 
Sister skipper want you too*3 
 
All y'all wanna hear is me me me 
All we wanna hear is be be be 



Sample this and play it back Times 3 
Every piece that's on the plaque by me 
All y'all wanna hear is me me me 
All we wanna hear is be be be 
Sample this and play it back Times 3 
Every piece that's on the plaque by me 
All we wanna hear is me me me 
All y’all wanna hear is be be be 
Sample this and play it back Times 3 
Every piece that's on the plaque by me 
 
Nymph Os:Halimede (Produced by NK Music) 
Got too big headed And blamed it on knowledge 
Forgot where we headed And blamed it on college 
Might wed miss medics and blame it on mileage 
Move to a beachside mountain in the islands 
Let me know if rel too self involved when he dial in 
Let me know how after all that he smiling 
If his gratefulness don't come through the earphones 
Please know thats cuz he focused on tryna leave home 
To find a place he feel he can be home 
Got plans for returns, this place gon need 3 like domes 
Free os and shows for the sto’s and the peoples 
All he ask for is some wealth and some nymphos 
Sincerely sorry if his art offend 
Most the old made while he was on the mend 
Most the newer made while he was round the bend 
On airplane mode, he ignorin his kin 
Just to say he did it alone again 
Sulk cuz he nominated, and didnt win 
Bottles and bong hits to kill all the stressing 
Somewhere in Proverbs they say that's a blessing 
Worried he read it wrong, so he skip confession 
Riesling and hemp leaf, he call that Shabbat 
Observe every day just in case he forgot 
Pray hard as chaplain to find a way out 
Not enough alotted for what he put out 
Girls avoiding him like he got the gout 
Bill after bill overdraft the account 
Apartment empty except for the shop 
Living off refunds from the government 
Shook they might audit the loans that he spent 
Still he act like his alias clark kent 



Give his new landlord advance on the rent 
Tryna save late fees for house with a pent 
Until he owns mansions he won't be content 
Work doubly to grasp what's still in his sight 
Researching all day and then working all night 
was working so well, old men wanted a fight 
So he quit the gig and booked himself a flight 
Picked up his company, took a midnight hike 
And somehow progressed from on foot to a bike 
The pressure so crazy, it’s made him a diamond 
If only he could afford the shit he buyin 
They stare at the rings, he want llcs 
Can't balance incorporating and her V 
It’s valentines day and this man wont have sex 
But he didnt sleep just to finish this set 
His standards so high that his exes get violent 
Only like her face if riches behind it 
Been taking so long, he’d lose it if he timed it 
Been taking so long that he startin to feel Childish 
Like donald before he met Tina in college 
He put all that work out and did it in silence 
But maybe this song just a little too honest 
got too big headed And blamed it on knowledge 
Might wed miss medics and blame it on mileage 
Move to a beachside mountain in the islands 
Let me know if rel too self involved when he dial in 
Let me know how after all that he smiling 
 
They say a leap of faith never hurt nobody 
Rel must have fell, faith was leaving his body 
Vision so distant, he thought he went blind 
Thirsty for light, so he changed up his eyes 
Thirsty for pornstars so he changed his size 
Ramen diet, but complain bout meat pies 
Hungry for more so he left home behind 
Texts everyday to make sure moms alive 
 
List of guilt trips, portfolios of wrongs 
He won't speak on them, but he’ll put out a song 
Could don monk habit, but can't shake the habits 
Wanna go clubbing bring back 3 girls fuck like rabbits 
He record an album for every job app 
Then take the shit down just to unfinish rap 



Self-taught animation in publishing class 
Then writing his raps in animation class 
What the fuck we gonna do with this fool? 
Been 15 years and he still by the pool 
Nothing to prove, and he dont think its cool 
So much to lose and he still won't leave school 
I think rel must know something that we don't 
He gon float whether he win or he won't. 
 
Hard work must pay off. His stock out the roof 
He couldn't wait to say that in the booth 
He saving everything he used to lose 
Cohorts been begging for him to choose groups 
Don't wanna claim, he know where that go 
Instead he work smarter to collect the dough 
Instead he work harder to perfect the flow 
And slip dividends to everyone he know 
He finally winning. This just the beginning 
I think he’ gon prosper long as this world spinning. 
Blessings rain down like exoduses manna 
Rep this place on tags, flags, shorts and bandanna 
After that past, how this man keep his manners? 
Launching past retrograde, got to Save Hanna. 
Calmed the bigheadedness down, kept the knowledge 
Know where we headed, he gon finish college 
wed miss medics , ride no matter the mileage 
Move to a beachside mountain in the islands 
Let rel know if he too self involved when he dial in 
Let rel know after all of that we smiling. 
Blessings rain down like exoduses manna 
Rep this place on tags, flags, shorts and bandanna 
After that past, how this man keep his manners? 
Launching to futures, he got to Save Hanna. 
 


